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Fragments of Time 
 

by Jamie Kulhanek 

 

For Arianna Carossa’s first exhibition at Callisto Fine Arts, Carlo Milano places her contemporary 

sculptures with works from antiquity and Old Master paintings. Milano draws the viewers’ eye 

to the similarities of the artworks that span millenia, weaving a narrative of fragments, time, 

and aesthetics. Carossa’s work is both a punctum, a contemporary voice within the lineage of 

Old Masters, and continuum of the aesthetic values which we associate with antiquities.  

 

Working with a variety of materials, Carossa’s technique to create these sculptures is a physical 

process. Carossa continuously collects objects, which become the parts of her composition that 

are physically arranged until she feels a completed form emerge. These sculptures are not 

created from the artist’s psyche, images dreamt in her mind that then need to be materialized 

from raw materials. Instead these sculptures are created from physical arranging and the 

relationship of parts—fragments of other sculptures, animals, figurines, and rubbish. The 

fragments find a new life in the hands of the artist, as she moves parts around a completed 

form will appear. Forms found in the natural world can display a vision to an artist, which they 

uncover to reveal the image to others. Similar to the use of alabaster in Il Battesimo, the veins 

in the rock form the background of the painting, creating an ethereal atmospheric perspective 

that blends the water in the foreground with the receding heavens.  

 

Our past comes to us in fragments that we stitch together from artifacts to understand the 

culture of a time. What values we hold currently influence the information we glean from 

objects of antiquity. A disembodied foot or torso found from rubble is imbued with great 

importance and becomes within itself a work of art, while the rest of the missing body is left for 

the imagination. These fragments are precious and hold intrinsic value of our past and reveal 

current aesthetics. We do not go out looking for a restorer to reconstruct the sculpture in full 

with original paint from the found fragment, instead we leave the construction of the body to 

our imagination. The jagged edges of the fragment feed our imagination with data to form the 

whole sculpture in our mind, the void is filled by images we hold of other sculptures from 

antiquity or if a sculpture is just missing small sections, the air retains the missing volume.   
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Similar to the fragments of antiquity, Carossa’s work utilizes voids to allow the viewers’ 

imagination to build out a form. A piece of honeycomb atop bronze legs becomes a torso, the 

structural elements of the different medium align to shape an outline reminiscent of a found 

sculpture from antiquity missing its head and arms. Incorporating the imagination of the viewer 

in the open spaces along with juxtaposing both organic and inorganic matter, the works allow 

natural structures to be in dialogue with man-made shapes. The work becomes a composite of 

nature, technology, and imagination. 

 

The ceramic sculptures included in this exhibition originated from an incident where a large 

ceramic collection was completely destroyed. These precious objects instantly became 

devalued and designated for the trash. Hearing of this misfortune, Carossa requested for the 

discarded fragments. The fragments of once highly regarded vessels found new value and 

expression through the artist’s novel compositions. The surreal compositions of fragments are 

ripe for personal associations and animism. The emotion exuded from these works range from 

the joy of abundance seeing ripe raspberries tumbling forth from a colorful maiolica vase to 

melancholic contemplation of death. The sculpture of a ballerina figurine collapsed into a heap 

of rough shards and body parts immediately affects the psychological state of the viewer to 

contemplate mortality. This psychological effect is also imbued in Cesare Fracanzano’s 

Maddalena in meditazione in the depiction of the penitent Magdalene’s gaze upon a skull. The 

dismembered body parts with serrated edges directly connect to one’s contemplation of their 

own body and fear of death.  

 

The fragments and psychological state of our present moment is forming the story of our past, 

influencing the connections we see and the information we glean from objects. History is 

rewritten with new discoveries in methodology, experiences, and objects. Carossa’s 

contemporary sculptures within the context of Old Masters allow the viewer to draw 

connections from antiquities to the present. The aesthetics that we value from the pieces of 

antiquity—reverence toward original material and retaining fragments instead of 

reconstructing the entire sculpture—carries throughout each work in this exhibition.The 

compositions of fragments and the use of voids allow the viewer to complete the work in their 

mind. Carossa’s work heightens our attention to this mode of viewing, which then is applied to 

the works of antiquity and Old Master paintings in the show further allowing the viewer to 

contemplate their current state of views and values. 

 


